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THE WAY OF THE GOLDEN RULE
 “We don’t function alone, but as members of a team.”

 Jay Conrad Levinson, author of the Guerrilla Marketing series of books1

Introduction

People do matter! This book shows you how to be a successful marketer 
while keeping your actions ethical. It’s about the idea that you don’t have 
to be crooked or mean-spirited to succeed in business. In fact, the success 
strategies of a business formed out of abundance and grounded in ethics 
and cooperation are powerful and long-lasting—and they help you feel 
good about yourself even while bringing in profits.

Your parents and teachers probably taught you to treat others the way 
you want to be treated, play fair, and cooperate. This book is about the idea 
that you can use those principles as a cornerstone of your business, and that 
you can design marketing that not only follows this precept, but harnesses 
its incredible power to bring success and abundance into your life.

Too many businesses see marketing as a weapon of war. They think that 
to succeed, they have to climb over their competitors, fool their customers, 
and herd their employees into constricted conformity. I think that’s just 
plain wrong.

Marketing is a series of partnerships—of courtships, really. Businesses 
that succeed with my model understand that they have to woo their 
customers, just as a suitor woos for the chance to marry. And just as a suc-
cessful marriage is built on years of mutual communication and meeting 
each other’s needs, successful marketing looks for a deep and long-lasting 
relationship based on meeting the needs and wants of everyone involved. 
That means your customers, your employees, your suppliers, and, yes, even 
your competitors! You can knock someone’s socks off on the first date, but 
if you betray that trust afterwards, you become your own biggest obstacle 
on the road to success.

part one

1. Stated in a teleseminar he did for Radio TV Interview Report, Sept. 30, 2002. Used with 
permission.
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So stay out of “marketing divorce court”; be there for the long term. It 
takes work to achieve a successful, long-lasting marriage, but the rewards 
are worth it. Similarly, you have to work at a successful long-term relation-
ship with all the other interest groups that interact with your business. It’s 
got to be something that works for everybody involved.

Just as a romance that’s based on false promises and miscommunication 
is doomed to failure, so business relationships based on greed and backed 
by false promises aren’t going to work over time. But the good news is that 
if you treat others well, they will become your best marketers. The better 
you treat others, the more they will want to do business with you.

A word on terms: There are many ways to express the concept of Mar-
keting That Puts People First, and to keep the book interesting, I use 
many of them. In fact, I spent over a month searching for the perfect title 
for this book, and many of the terms came from the more than a hundred 
titles I considered and discarded. Whether I say “everyone wins,” “mutual 
benefit marketing,” “marketing from abundance,” “cooperative marketing,” 

“ethical, profitable marketing,” or some other phrase, it all boils down to 
this: You make your own success by helping others succeed—you succeed 
without selling your soul. Think about this style of business as a practical, 
day-to-day expression of the old Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would 
like others to do unto you—a precept found in every major religion.2

Although I do believe very strongly in the Golden Rule, this is not a 
religious book. Rather, it’s based on a code of ethics. Your ethics might 
or might not be religiously based; the important thing is that you have 
an ethical basis for your behavior, including your professional or business 
behavior. 

The modern business world doesn’t always assume that business should 
be based on ethics. But I do. I will assume that you’re reading this book 
because you really want to do what’s right; but perhaps you’ve been steeped 
in so many years of “Nice Guys Finish Last” that you aren’t sure it’s really 
possible to succeed, thrive, and be profitable while doing the right thing.

2.  Stephen Apatow of the UK-based Humanitarian Resource Institute, in his “The Golden Rule 
Principle: Global Religious Leaders Called to Re-Focus on This Universal Objective of the 
Interfaith Community,” cites 13 examples from primary religious texts, from Buddhism to 
Zoroastrianism <http://www.wfdd.org.uk/Documents/IF/Golden_Rule_Principles.pdf?>. (All 
URLs in this book were live as of when I did my research. Although I cannot guarantee their 
continued availability, since they’re not on my own sites, you can easily find similar data using 
Google.com or other search engines.)

http://www.wfdd.org.uk/Documents/IF/Golden_Rule_Principles.pdf?
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I’m here to tell you that you can succeed and still keep your conscience. 
In this book, you’ll encounter many success stories that put a practical 
handle on this philosophy. You’ll see that others are doing very well by 
doing good, and that you can too.

  introduction   17
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Basic Concepts

The Road to Your Success: Providing Value to Others

In the business world, we hear a lot about cutthroat competition and gain-
ing advantage over the enemy. In some circles, it seems to be a game to see 
how best to cheat your customers.

These are the concepts of win-lose marketing, and I believe this kind of 
thinking is a dinosaur; it won’t survive.

This book is about Marketing That Puts People First. Most of the time, 
everyone can win—nobody has to lose. Not only can you succeed in busi-
ness by doing the right thing with every person and business that interacts 
with you—but often, it’s the only way to succeed.

Don’t take my word for it—listen to some experts:
1.  Consumers avoid buying from companies they perceive as unethical.

A 1999 survey of consumers in 23 countries by Environics International, 
in cooperation with The Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum and The 
Conference Board, found that 40 percent of consumers had considered 
punishing a company based on its social actions, and nearly 20 percent had 
actually avoided a company’s products because of its social actions. A 1998 
study commissioned by the UK-based Cooperative Wholesale Services 
found that 60 percent of retail food customers, even in the absence of an 
organized boycott, have avoided a shop or product they associated with 
unethical behavior.3

2. Consumers prefer to buy from companies that support their social agenda.
A 1997 study by Walker Research found that when price and quality are 

1

3. Business for Social Responsibility’s “Marketplace” White Paper, <http://www.bsr.org/
BSRResources/WhitePaperDetail.cfm?DocumentID=269>. Downloaded Jan. 16, 2003.

http://www.bsr.org/BSRResources/WhitePaperDetail.cfm?DocumentID=269
http://www.bsr.org/BSRResources/WhitePaperDetail.cfm?DocumentID=269


equal, 76 percent of consumers would switch brands or retailers to a com-
pany associated with a good cause. Criteria frequently cited by consumers 
as affecting their purchasing decisions include environmental responsibility, 
community philanthropy, and avoiding the use of “sweatshop” or child 
labor.4

Many consumers also actively support companies that court business 
from their ethnic or subculture group. African-Americans control $320.6 
billion in discretionary spending; Latino-Americans control $261.2 billion; 
people with disabilities, $176 billion.5 Gay and lesbian purchasing power 
is about $400 billion.6

Another growing area of company interest is cause-related marketing, in 
which companies align with charities or causes in a marketing campaign. 
Such campaigns have become increasingly common as consumers become 
more accepting of the concept. For many companies, the question is no 
longer whether to participate in cause-related marketing, but which cause 
to embrace.7

3. Investors have shifted 13 percent of all investment dollars into socially 
responsible companies.

In November 1999, the Social Investment Forum reported that more 
than $2 trillion was invested in the United States in funds identified as 
socially responsible, an increase of 82 percent from 1997 levels. This 
represents roughly 13 percent of the $16.3 trillion under professional 
management in the US, or one out of every eight dollars.8

It’s a radical new way of looking at the world.
Spend an hour or two with this book, and you may find that you no 

longer live in a dog-eat-dog world—and that in fact, when the dogs learn 
to work together, they can accomplish much more than any of them could 
on their own. Think of the incredible weight a team of sled dogs can 
comfortably pull across the snow; no one dog could accomplish that. And 
thus, when you join forces with others—even those you’ve been trained 
to think of as your competitors—truly amazing things can happen.

4.  Ibid.
5.  Ibid.
6.  “The Gay and Lesbian Market Today,” Howard Buford, president, Prime Access, Inc., 2001 

<http://www.multiculturalmarketingresources.com/experts/art_gaylesbian.html>.
7.  Business for Social Responsibility’s “Marketplace” White Paper, op. cit. in fn. 3.
8.  Ibid.
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This is an opinionated and personal book; I make no pretense otherwise. 
It is based on my own experience of over 25 years in marketing. I’ve used 
the principles in this book, and the practical ideas in my earlier book, 
Grassroots Marketing: Getting Noticed in a Noisy World, to build a successful, 
independent business that is over 20 years old. I want you to do at least 
as well.

Why is This Approach Better?

Compare these scenarios:
1. The doctor says your ulcer is a little better, but you’re still overdoing it. 

You put in 65-hour weeks and you still can’t get everything done—but your 
family life is suffering and your stress level is high. So much of your time 
is spent cold-calling people who don’t even want to talk to you, let alone 
buy from you. And your best sales manager just got stolen away by your 
biggest competitor, taking a client list and inside knowledge about your 
company’s business strategy.

2. You’re enjoying a quick, relaxing weekend getaway with your family; it’s a 
celebration of the big new client you landed. You got the contract because 
a previous happy customer, a competitor of your new client’s, recommended 
you. That makes sense, because your customer has been so pleased at the 
way your services generated profits that she can’t help spreading your name 
around. You also think back on the industry conference at which you spoke 
recently, and how, coming out of that event, your firm is joining with three 
others to form a strategic alliance that will build all of your businesses. Life 
is good, and you’re glad to spend this time with your spouse and children. 
Only a few years ago, it seems that you never had any time to spend with 
them, that you were spinning like a hamster on an exercise wheel—always 
working but never getting ahead. How glad you are that you’ve found a 
better way!

In the pages that follow, you’ll learn how to begin setting a course for 
the smooth channel of success, instead of the rocky shoals of stress. And 
you will achieve this by helping others meet—or surpass—their goals.

The Magic Triangle: Quality, Integrity, Honesty

Ready for the big principle of this book? It’s not a secret at all, just a simple 
truth. But it’s crucial. Here it is:



 Create value for others in everything that you do

That’s the “magic formula”! You help yourself best when you’re help-
ing others. And the way you do that is by basing your business on a solid 
foundation of three principles:

 Quality, Integrity, Honesty

Quality: Provide the best value you can. 
Integrity: Run your business in alignment with your core values; don’t try 
to be something you’re not.
Honesty: Value the truth and be eager to share it with your prospects and 
customers—even if it means that your solution is not the best for them right 
now—in other words,  it may not be appropriate for a particular prospect 
to become a customer at this time.

I make a big part of my living writing marketing materials for other 
businesses. Because I try to deliver extremely high quality while keeping 
my prices affordable, the value of my work to my clients is very high—and 
my customers become my “marketing evangelists” because they’re excited 
and delighted by the impact my work has on their business. Integrity keeps 
me close to my core values. Those include making the world a better place, 
having work that I find meaningful, and enjoying a high quality of life. 
Out of honesty, I’ve turned down work projects because another person 
might be better equipped to do the job; out of integrity, I’ve refused work 
assignments that clashed with my values.

You may be surprised to find out that becoming super-rich is not one of 
my goals. In fact, it’s integral to my value system to show ways of having a 
truly high-quality life, one filled with joy in the form of travel, music, good 
food, and more—and to show that this can be done while living lightly and 
spending lightly. (In fact, my first website, <http://www.frugalfun.com>, is 
dedicated to this idea.) I work because I enjoy what I do—I take great satis-
faction in writing and speaking, and in knowing that I do these things quite 
well—and I believe that the world becomes a better and more interesting 
place if I can create excitement in a book by an unknown author or explain 
to the world how to have fabulous vacations that don’t cost much.

As for honesty—it not only feels like the right thing, it’s also good for 
business. For instance, my books on how to save money on marketing cover 
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much of the same ground. When someone orders both books, I always 
explain that one of the books is all they need—and which one, and why. 
People are invariably shocked that I actually tell my customers that they 
should reduce the amount of my sale. But I want a long-term customer 
relationship—and word-of-mouth buzz—more than the short-sighted 
short-term profit of selling customers a book they don’t need.

Who Wins When You Market with Quality, Integrity, and 
Honesty?

Usually, everybody. Your customers or clients realize you’re not trying to 
cheat them. And they will so value the experience of being treated well 
that they will come back again and again. They even tell others.

Your suppliers will relate to your honesty and integrity, to the knowledge 
that you understand that they and you are partners who can both go farther 
by helping each other. 

Your competitors benefit, too, especially if they see that your ethical 
behavior opens the way for them to improve their own operating standards. 
As you make space in the market for quality, integrity, and honesty, you 
begin to see each other less as rivals and more as people who can work 
together to make things better. And we’ll see a little later that with this 
cooperative model, you can help each other in many ways.



Marketing Versus Adversarial Sales

Marketing Instead of Sales

Recently, I went to New York to speak as part of a panel of six people dis-
cussing sales and marketing for solo entrepreneurs. One of my copanelists 
was a “Sales Jerk” who monopolized about 70 percent of the panel’s time; 
he was thoroughly aggressive, rude, and arrogant. His advice to others was 
that they, too, should be aggressive. He went on and on about how you just 
have to pick up the phone and cold call, hour after hour, day after day. His 
theory seemed to be that if you were a thorn in the side of enough people, 
one or two of them would do business with you, just to get rid of you.

You probably won’t be surprised that I disagree, strongly. With his 
approach, everyone loses. He’s going to have to work 14 hours a day at 
alienating people, in order to make a decent living. He’s wasting a lot of 
effort that could be spent far more productively, and he’s destroying the 
chance to build the long-lasting, positive relationships that turn prospects 
into customers voluntarily. What sales he gets will be in spite of his ap-
proach, not because of it—but eventually the numbers do add up to a 
livable income. My guess is that he could sell a lot more and work a lot 
less if he followed the sales methods I discuss in this book.

When I finally got a chance to say a few words, I said, “Now, here’s the 
difference between marketing and sales. I never make cold calls. I create 
marketing that has the prospect calling me! When I get the phone call 
or the e-mail, they’re already convinced that I can help them. If I don’t 
screw it up, I have the account.” While this may be an oversimplifica-
tion—sometimes, I’m on the “short list” of three or four vendors, rather 
than automatically chosen as the preferred vendor—it is actually the 
dominant marketing trend in my business.

2
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We were the last panel of the day; a cocktail reception followed. For the 
entire two hours of the reception, people came up to me, thanked me for 
what I’d said, and told me they thought the other guy was a jerk! Many 
asked for business cards or thumbed through my book. Some have since 
approached me about becoming clients.

Is my approach successful? Judging by how challenging it’s been to carve 
out the time to write this book amid all my client projects, I’d have to say 
that it is quite successful. I spend a lot of time on marketing, and virtually 
none on the actual sales process, until a prospect contacts me (or contacts a 
discussion list where I’m active, and expresses a need that I can help with). 
Then, I either discuss over the phone how I can help meet the needs they 
have, or send a quick prewritten e-mail with a few lines of personalized 
response at the beginning. And here’s the best part—when someone does 
contact me, my close rate for marketing services is about 80 percent.

Of course, this success did not happen overnight. I have worked at it 
long and hard, and each time I’ve moved my business to a new service 
sector, I’ve had to build up my client base and make a very gradual transi-
tion toward serving that type of client. But I now have quite a number of 
clients who have been coming to me for several years—they always have 
nice things to say about my work when others ask, and occasionally initi-
ate entirely new income streams for me by asking if I’m able to provide a 
new service.

Back to the “Sales Jerk” and his selling style, for a minute. Here is 
another key principle of ethical, profitable marketing:

 Conduct your business so as to build long-term loyalty

When you get a customer, you want to keep that customer and build a 
sales relationship that can not only last years, but also create a stream of 
referral business. When you select and hire an employee, you want that 
person to stick around so that you get the benefit of the time and trouble 
you invest in the initial training, and in the skills that employee develops 
as he or she works a few years in the position. When you select a supplier, 
you’d rather not have to go through the decision process and evaluate all 
the competitors again. And when you put time and energy into a joint 



venture, you’d generally like that cultivated relationship and hard work 
to result in long-term mutual success.

It is almost always much cheaper—and more profitable—to bring an 
existing customer back to purchase again than to prospect for and develop a 
new customer. Nortel cited a study showing that, “a mere 5 percent increase 
in customer retention can translate to as much as a 75 percent increase 
in profitability.”9 In a similar vein, ZD Net reported on a Gartner Group 
finding that “it costs five times as much to find a new customer as it does 
to keep an old one.…Gartner estimates the cost of customer acquisition to 
be $280 a head, versus a mere $57 a head for customer retention.” 10

If these dollar figures are accurate, that would mean that if you’re selling 
something in the $100 range, you are probably barely breaking even on 
purchases by your existing customers (subtracting not only the marketing 
cost but the actual production or wholesale cost of the item), and losing 
substantial amounts of money on every sale to a new customer. However, 
using more frugal strategies—which I discuss in Grassroots Marketing: 
Getting Noticed in a Noisy World and on the Frugal Marketing website—it 
ought to be easy to bring down the dollar costs substantially for both new-
customer acquisition and retention. In my business, the largest amount I 
pay to acquire a customer, other than when colleagues refer clients and 
receive a commission on the first order, is for those who find me in the 
Yellow Pages—and that generally works out to less than $11. But more 
and more of my clients find me in other, cheaper ways, most of which cost 
only my time. Since my primary customer-retention strategy is to deliver 
superior work, at an affordable price, and within a reasonable time, my cost 
to keep an existing client is close to zero.

A more broad-based study by Howard Seibel, for E-Metrics, showed new-
customer acquisition costs ranging from $8.66 for online travel discounter 
PriceLine all the way up to $700 for a mortgage origination firm. Most of 
the study’s examples ranged between $14 and $300.11 Even more extreme, 

9.  Cited in a Nortel sales document <http://www.nortelnetworks.com/network/retention.html>.
10. “CRM: Pay Attention to Retention,” Adrian Mello, ZDNet, Aug. 22, 2002 <http://

www.zdnetindia.com/biztech/ebusiness/crm/stories/64691.html>.
11. “Overview of Customer Acquisition Costs,” Howard Seibel, managing director of Whar-

ton Strategic Services, Target Marketing of Santa Barbara’s E-Metrics, July 5, 2002 <http:
//www.targetingemetrics.com/articles/acquisition.shtml>
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Harry Tennant and Associates found that Amazon.com had dropped cus-
tomer-acquisition cost to $7 by the fall of 2000,12 while the August 1, 2002 
issue of Ward’s Dealer Business (an auto-industry trade magazine) cites a 
new-customer acquisition cost for car dealers of $1000.13

The dollar costs may be overstated in the Gartner study, but the ratio still 
holds. For some firms, it may be low; I’d heard for years that the average cost 
of acquiring a new customer was around seven times the cost of retaining 
an existing customer. Still, recent savings through better databasing and 
online marketing have reduced marketing costs, so figures of four to five 
times are now typical.14

And how do you retain existing customers? By providing a pleasant, 
high-quality experience during the buying process; by offering goods and 
services that offer genuine value to the customer; and by exceeding your 
own promises and your customer’s expectations—not by making enemies 
of your customer during or after the sales process!

Now, we begin to see the true short-sightedness of the “Sales Jerk” ap-
proach. When people buy in spite of your sales style and not because of it, 
there is virtually no chance for a long-term sales relationship. You’ve gone 
for the “quick hit,” and it will come back to bite you. By failing to deliver 
a positive experience to the customer, you’ve pretty much ensured that he 
or she will go elsewhere…and tell friends and colleagues to do the same.

So, if this is true, why, why, why, do so many businesses stuff their 
heads firmly into the sand and create marketing “strategies” that can only 
antagonize their prospects? Consider these, among many other examples 
of doing it all wrong:

■ Dishonest “bait-and-switch” tactics in the showroom

■ Obnoxious, unwanted—and untargeted—telemarketing

■ Annoying saturation ad campaigns in electronic media

■ In-your-face, unpleasantly loud tradeshow presentations

12. “What’s Wrong with the Net?” Harry Tennant, Harry Tennant and Associates, Mar. 25, 2001 
<http://www.htennant.com/hta/askus/wrong.htm>.

13. “Dealership Group Tests the CRM Waters…Cautiously,” Cliff Banks, Ward’s Dealer Business, 
Aug. 1, 2002 <http://wdb.wardsauto.com/ar/auto_dealership_group_tests/>.

14.  See, for instance, “How to Recognize Value from Your Website Investment: Increasing the 
Lifetime Value of Customers through Process Automation,” Intelygis.com White Paper pre-
pared by Kilo Communications, Nov. 27, 2000 <http://www.intelygis.com/Resources/content/
in_whitepaper.pdf>.

http://www.htennant.com/hta/askus/wrong.htm
http://wdb.wardsauto.com/ar/auto_dealership_group_tests/
http://www.intelygis.com/Resources/content/in_whitepaper.pdf
http://www.intelygis.com/Resources/content/in_whitepaper.pdf


15. I-Sales Digest, Sept. 27, 2002, quoted with the writer’s permission. I-Sales is one of several 
excellent newsletters available from Adventive; see Resources section.

■ A “don’t bother me, I’m talking on the phone to my best friend” attitude 
from retail clerks

■ Salespeople who can’t listen or answer questions, and instead only spout 
their standard speech—whether or not it’s appropriate or relevant

■ Spam—junk e-mail—where the marketer claims permission was granted 
to a “marketing partner” (if this is true, why do I get so many addressed to 
long-defunct autoresponders?)

Let’s take spam as an example, because it’s easy to find commentary 
about it. Here’s an acquaintance of mine, a successful Internet marketer, 
Paul Myers of <http://www.talkbiz.com>, complaining bitterly about the 
invasion of his e-box by so-called permission marketers who never got valid 
permission to make the contact:

Myers goes on at some length, attacking the tendency to add names to 
e-mail lists without explicit advance permission, and the all-too-frequent 
claim that it actually was requested—a claim rendered very dubious when 
the e-mail goes to an inbound-only address.

He concludes:

Building a truly responsive list of targeted buyers isn’t hard. 
It requires nothing more than offering solutions to problems 
that people care about, and telling the truth. 

People buy based on the relationship they feel with the 
listowner. A relationship started in dishonesty and fostered 
by the belief that the subscriber has the intelligence of a 
week old pizza isn’t conducive to sales.15

Let’s hear that last sentence again, Paul: 

 A relationship started in dishonesty…isn’t conducive to sales

Paul is one of many, many people saying things like that—because they 
are true! To get long-term positive sales relationships, treat your customers 
as intelligent people, as partners in your business. Marketing strategies that 
insult your customers’ intelligence are a foolish waste of money because 
even if you get a one-shot sale, you haven’t built that relationship. In fact, 
you’ve pretty well forced the people you duped to go elsewhere the next 
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time, and that means you have to go out and expensively acquire another 
customer.

And again, this is true in any marketing medium, not just e-mail. I 
remember an ad in my local paper, years ago, with the headline: “Sex”

Underneath it, “Now that I’ve got your attention…”
Were this an ad for condoms, pregnancy counseling, treatment of sexu-

ally transmitted diseases, or one of a dozen other things, it might have been 
an appropriate strategy.

But—it was an ad for a car dealership! In spite of the sexy models car 
makers use to sell their product, buying a car has nothing to do with sex. 
The attention that the ad got was entirely wasted. In fact, it was negative. 
I imagine that I was not the only person who crossed that dealership off 
the list of possible places to buy a car, because anyone who would insult my 
intelligence with that ad was not a company I’d do business with.

And then there was the salesman who came to my house with an ap-
pointment and wasted an hour or more of my time and my wife’s time for a 
presentation that should have taken 15 minutes. Time is extremely precious 
to us. I actually needed what he was selling, but his unwillingness to devi-
ate from his prepared speech did not work. This would have been a fairly 
easy sale if he had been able to listen to what we were saying, answer the 
questions we asked instead of the ones asked by the hypothetical prospect 
in his presentation, and cut to the chase instead of forcing us through the 
entire thing. He ignored repeated explicit requests to move faster. Only 
because we genuinely—desperately, in fact—needed the product and did 
not know of alternatives did we make it through until the end.

I will be honest: we were a lot younger and less sophisticated, we did 
not have access to the Internet for competitive research, and he actually 
did close the sale. But I wrote a letter to his supervisor saying that he got 
the sale in spite of his presentation and not because of it, and asking for a 
different rep to actually service the account—not the sort of thing you want 
in your employee file! And when our year’s contract was up, we went with 
a different company, and stayed with the new provider for many years.

Telemarketing is usually done all wrong, too. It’s gotten to the point 
where unless we already have a relationship with the company, we won’t 
even listen. If the product is something we might have an interest in, we 
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ask for materials in writing (and it’s amazing how few of these salespeople 
actually follow up). If we have no interest, we politely and quickly ask to be 
placed on the Do Not Call list, and we hang up. Yet some of these cretins 
actually call back and try again!

This is not a strategy for long-term success. One of the things they ought 
to teach in basic sales training is to approach the prospect the way the 
prospect wants to be approached. If I say that I like things in writing and 
the salesperson can’t be bothered to mail or fax me some information, why 
should I consent to a time-wasting sales call—to say nothing of an in-per-
son appointment—just because that’s the way the company would prefer to 
sell to me? Is it any wonder that society has such scorn for salespeople?

But Wait—It Gets Worse!

It wouldn’t be so bad if win-lose marketers only shot themselves in the foot. 
Unfortunately, as soon as someone invents a new communication tool, 
somebody else figures out a way to abuse it.

E-mail is a classic example. E-mail at its best—in the form of discussion 
groups—may be the single most powerful marketing tool invented to date. 
It allows instant communication, anywhere around the world, with many 
thousands of people on a discussion list talking about the exact subject 
where you offer solutions—as easily as you can send a note to your next-
door neighbor.

It also allows something very close to real-time dialog with individual 
correspondents thousands of miles away. And of course, you can back up 
statements with spreadsheets, research sources, articles, and other data, 
either as file attachments or posted on a Web page. For most users, in the 
US at least, it costs nothing extra to take advantage of these tools. (Many 
people in other parts of the world pay based on time online or bandwidth, 
so for them, the flat-fee monthly pricing we enjoy may not be an op-
tion—and that’s important information if you’re in the habit of sending 
large files around.)

To a skilled marketer, e-mail was, until fairly recently, “the goose that 
lays the golden egg.” But the abusers—spammers, con artists, scumware/
spyware/virus programmers—are killing the golden goose. Consider this:

■ Many users have filters that sort any unfamiliar e-mail addresses directly 
into the trash can
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■ Some corporations use e-mail systems that automatically strip out attach-
ments

■ Even if the recipient is hand-filtering, most e-boxes are so clogged with 
junk mail that it’s easy to accidentally delete a legitimate message

■ Delivery reliability has dropped due to overloaded infrastructure

■ Some popular services, including AOL, Yahoo, and Hotmail, simply can’t 
process the volume, and the recipient’s e-mail system breaks down or is 
shut off for quota violation

■ Enormous numbers of e-mail addresses go stale every year
For people who need to be accessible by e-mail—journalists, technical 

support people, and consultants who have an Internet-oriented clien-
tele—this flood of bad mail becomes a huge burden. There have been a 
number of times when I opened an e-mail thinking it was probably junk, 
because of a poorly chosen subject line, and it turned out to be an inquiry 
from a client or book purchaser-I have to check! And occasionally I have 
accidentally trashed an important e-mail. I do use technological filters, 
although I scan the contents by eye before deleting. And I deeply resent 
the time sorting the junk takes out of my workday.

And of course, we put up the same kinds of mental or technological 
filters against postal junk mail, telemarketers, junk faxes (illegal for years, 
but it doesn’t seem to matter), and the barrage of ads that keep upping the 
ante—ads in toilet stalls, for goodness sake! Is there no sanctuary anywhere 
from bad marketing?

So now you know the truth: Part of why I’m so zealous about the mutual 
benefit approach is that the win-lose people make it much harder for the 
rest of us. I’m selfish that way—if I can convince a few people to change 
their ways, I’ll have made the world a better place. And that’s something 
I like to do.
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